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1 Historical background on tables involving number of paths M.Randić has been a major contributor to the development of mathematical chemistry.
In particular he wanted to give the concept of atomic paths a formal mathematical development based on the use of Graph Theory. In [19] , he discussed in some detail the uses of the enumeration of paths and neighbours in molecular graphs and tried to characterise molecular graphs through the use of the atomic path code of a molecule. Randić conjectured that the list of path numbers determines the graph uniquely and verified this assertion for graphs up to 11 vertices. Later Bloom et al. [2] defined , as the number of vertices in a graph of diameter ( ) that are at a distance from vertex . The sequence ( ,0 , ,1 . . . , . . . , ( ) ) is then called the distance degree sequence of in . The | |-tuple of distance degree sequences of the vertices of with entries arranged in lexicographic order is called the Distance Degree Sequence of G (DDS(G)).
Similarly they also defined the path degree sequence of in as the sequence ( ,0 , ,1 . . . , . . . , ( ) ) where , is the number of paths in starting at vertex and having length . The ordered set of all such sequences arranged in lexicographic order is called the Path Degree Sequence of G (PDS(G)).
In his study, Randić remarked that since there is a unique path between pairs of atoms in acyclic structures, the number of paths of a given length corresponds to the number of neighbours at a given distance. Quintas and Slater [18] used Randić's remark in order to prove that for a connected graph , ( ) = ( ) if and only if is a tree. They also pointed out that when is thought of as a molecular graph, PDS(G) is precisely the lexicographically ordered list of atomic codes for the atoms (vertices) of G. Slater [24] first showed that Randić's conjecture is not valid by constructing pairs of non-isomorphic trees having the same path degree sequence and then together with Quintas [18] they constructed also non-tree graphs having a variety of properties and which also invalidate the conjecture.
Since a tree is not, in general, characterised by its Path(Distance) Degree Sequence, researchers turned their focus on finding the least possible order for the existence of pairs of non-isomorphic graphs having the same PDS. They found out that the least order for which there exists a pair of non-isomorphic trees with the same PDS is greater than 15 for trees with no vertices of degree greater than 4 and less than 19 for trees without any vertex degree restrictions [18] . V. A. Skorobogatov and A.A.Dobrynin [23] introduced the path layer matrix, a matrix characterising the paths that can be found in a graph. The path layer matrix of a graph of order is the × ( − 1) matrix ( ) = || , ||, where , is the number of simple paths in starting at vertex and having length . By ordering the rows of ( ) in decreasing lengths ( "length" here being the number of nonzero elements) and then by lexicographically arranging the rows with the same length, one can obtain a canonical form of ( ). This path layer matrix is also known as the path degree sequence of a graph or the atomic path code of a molecule. This invariant and its modifications have found some important applications in chemistry especially in the characterisation of branching in molecules, establishing similarity of molecular graphs and for drug design [20, 21, 22] As pointed out earlier, the path layer matrix of graph having a sufficiently large order, does not characterise every graph uniquely. The problem of bounding this order has been studied for over twenty years. Dobrynin and Mel'nikov [9] noticed that mathematical investigations of this matrix deal with finding a pair of non-isomorphic graphs having some specific properties and such that both graphs have the same path layer matrix. Among these properties we can have the girth, cyclomatic number and planarity of graphs [6, 9, 14, 15, 16] . Thus an interesting problem is to determine the least possible order of a pair of non-isomorphic graphs in such a class with the same path layer matrix. In fact in [18] , Quintas and Slater proposed the following problem :
Does there exist a pair of connected non-isomorphic -regular graphs (graphs in which every vertex has degree ) having the same path degree sequences? If the answer is yes, then for each ≥ 3, what is the least order ( ) possible for graphs in such a pair? Defining 1 to be the minimal order such that there exist non-isomorphic graphs of order 1 having the same path layer matrix, Dobrynin [4] and Randić [19] showed that 12 ≤ 1 ≤ 14 for general graphs. Dobrynin restricted the problem to certain sub-classes of graphs by first considering -regular graphs and then -regular graphs without cutvertices (a cut-vertex is one whose removal disconnects the graph).
Balaban et al. were the first researchers who found a pair of cubic graphs of order 142 that have the same path layer matrix [1] . Then Dobrynin [5] showed that for every ≥ 3, -regular graphs with the same path layer matrix can be constructed and the least order for these pairs of graphs is a linear function of when ≥ 5 while for cubic graphs contained cut-vertices then this prompted the investigation of finding a pair of nonisomorphic -regular graphs without cut-vertices and having the same path layer matrix.
Defining 2 to be the the least order for pairs of non-isomorphic graphs without cutvertices and having the same path layer matrix, Dobrynin [8] proved that for cubic graphs 2 ≤ 31 and Yuansheng et al. [25] discovered a construction for a pair of nonisomorphic 4-regular graphs having the same path layer matrix and proved that 2 ≤ 18.
Recently H.Chung [3] constructed a pair of non-isomorphic 5-regular graphs without cut-vertices of order 20 having the same path layer matrix in which 2 is reduced from 48 to 20.
After proving a converse of Kelly's Lemma in graph reconstruction, Dulio and Pannone [10] defined a slightly different kind of table which they call path-table. They stated that there must be a class of graphs Ϝ in between the empty class and the class of all graphs of order less than with the following property. Let and be trees of order in which there is a bijection : ( ) −→ ( ) such that, if for every graph in Ϝ, the number of subgraphs of containing a vertex of ( ) and isomorphic to is the same as the number of subgraphs of containing ( ) and isomorphic to , then ≃ .
There can be many such classes Ϝ but the first and most natural class to study for trees is the class Ϝ of all paths. Thus the statement to be tested becomes:
If and are trees of order and there is a bijection : ( ) −→ ( ) such that, for every path in Ϝ, the number of paths of containing a vertex of ( ) of length is the same as the number of paths of containing ( ) of length , then ≃ .
The assumption in the above statement is tantamount to saying that and have the same path-table (up to re-ordering of the rows).
Thus rather than considering paths starting at a vertex, they considered paths passing through a vertex (that is, containing a given vertex, possibly as its endvertex). Like Slater they also showed that trees having the same path-tables need not be isomorphic. In [11] , they proved that there exist infinitely many pairs of non-isomorphic trees having the same path-and path layer-tables. The smallest tree that can be obtained with their construction has twenty vertices.
In this paper we shall take a closer look at these two path-tables for trees, and we shall also introduce an analogous table involving the number of paths passing through edges. We shall study possible relationships between these tables and we shall also try to identify classes of trees which are uniquely determined by some type of path-table. We shall review some known results and present some new ones.
Definitions
We shall start by giving uniform definitions for the three path-tables which we shall be studying. Let be a tree and let its vertices be 1 , 2 , . . . , and edges 1 , 2 , . . . , . Let = diam(T) be the length of the longest path in . For any , let s ( ) be the -tuple whose ℎ entry equals the number of paths of length starting at and let p ( ) be the -tuple where ℎ entry equals the number of paths of length passing through . In both cases we shall drop the suffix when the tree in question is clear from the context. We shall then denote the ℎ entry of s( ) or p( ) by ( ) and ( ), respectively.
Note that, in both cases, the first entry equals the degree of . The Randić These considerations give rise to the interesting open problems of classifying nonisomorphic trees that share a given vertex path-table and of identifying classes of trees which are uniquely determined by their path-tables. The main aim of this paper is to survey the known results in the area and to present some new ones of our own. Figure 1 shows a pair of Slater's counterexamples on 18 vertices showing non-isomorphic trees with the same Randić- Figure 1 ( Figure 1 . (8, 18) , (3, 8) and (3, 17) Tables 4 and 5 give two examples of edge path-tables for the trees 1 , 2 and 1 , 2 we showed in Figures 1 and 2 . Therefore, just as for the Randić- 
Relation between Randić , Vertex and Edge pathtables
The introduction of the edge path-table adds further topics which this paper discusses. Apart from investigating which trees can be reconstructed from a knowledge of one of its tables, we shall also consider the relationships between tables of the same tree, in particular, between ( ) and ( ), particularly the question of determining p( , ) from a knowledge of p( ), p( ) and possibly p( ) for some neighbours of and . Tables 2 and 4 show that the edge path- Table 2 one can see that p(
We therefore pose the following natural problems.
In general, given two non-isomorphic trees 1 and 2 with 
We shall first start by considering this problem.
p(x,y) is determined by s(x) and s(y)
In this section we shall prove the following theorem 
But first we need to develop some notation and a few results.
Definitions and notation
Given a tree and one of its edges , we may consider to be the union of a positive subtree + and a negative subtree − . Thus for any edge of a tree we define the positive-subtree
with respect to edge to be the maximal subtree of containing vertex but not vertex .
Analogously we define the negative-subtree − of . The decision of which subtree to call positive or negative is, of course, arbitrary.
Recall that ( ) is defined to be the number of paths of length that start from vertex so that we denote − ( ) to be the number of paths of length that start from vertex and lie within the subtree − . Analogously we define + ( ). In various formulae it is useful to allow the length to be equal to zero so that conventionally We shall define ( , ) to be the number of paths of length passing through but not through and analogously define ( , ) to be the number of paths of length passing through but not through so that
A useful formula for the number of paths passing through an edge in terms of starting vectors
Given a tree and an edge in we want to find the number of paths of length passing through edge in terms of p(x) and p(y). Suppose that the number of paths of length (1 ≤ ≤ ) starting from and belonging to 
and
Proof. To prove statement (1), we use induction on the number of paths of length . Consider − 2 ( ) which represents the number of paths of length 2 starting from but not containing . Now 2 ( ) gives the number of paths of length 2 starting from so that it includes those paths that pass through . To eliminate such paths we consider paths of length 1 starting from and belonging to + . These are represented by
( ) that represents the number of paths of length 2 + 2 that start from but do not contain vertex . Now 2 +2 ( ) gives the number of paths of length 2 + 2 that start from . Some of these paths belong to − which contribute to the total sum of − 2 +2 ( ) while the remaining paths that pass through must not be considered . As a result we consider paths of length 2 + 1 starting from and belonging to
A similar proof holds for statement (2) . Now using the above results and notations we can prove Theorem 4.1. Remark. Slater's pair of non-isomorphic trees on 18 vertices, shown in Figure 1 , gives an example of non-isomorphic trees 1 , 2 such that ( 1 ) = ( 2 ) but ( 1 ) ∕ = ( 2 ) as can be seen by studying Tables 1 and 2 .
We can also notice from Table 2 that although p( 10 ) ∕ = p( 3 ′ ) and p( 11 ) = p( 11 ′ ) yet, from Table 4 and Figure 1 we can see that p( 10 ) = p( 8 ′ ) where edge 10 = 10 11 and edge 8 ′ = 3 ′ 11 ′ . This follows from the fact that s( 10 ) = s( 3 ′ ) and s( 11 ) = s( 11 ′ ), confirming Theorem 4.1.
4.2
( , ) is not, in general, determined by p( ) and p( ) We have shown in Theorem 4.1 that knowing the number of paths starting from vertex and from vertex gives the number of paths passing through edge . The situation is quite different when we turn to Problem 4.1, that is, if we start from the number of paths passing through vertices and . We shall show that in general trees, ( , ) can only be expressed in terms of ( ) and ( ) for up to = 4 where 1 ≤ ≤ 4.
Let
be an edge in a graph . Then it is obvious that
It is also easy to see that
To express 3 ( , ) in terms of ( ) and ( ) for = 1, 2 we need to consider all paths of length 2 starting from and belonging to 
But as 1 ( ) = 1 ( ) and
and analogously
Substituting the formulae derived of 1 ( ), 1 ( ), 2 ( ) and 2 ( ) in (*) we obtain
Similarly to what we have done with 3 ( , ),
Recalling formulae for 1 ( ), 2 ( ) and 3 ( ) and analogous formulae for 1 ( ), 2 ( ) and
We are therefore able to determine up to 4 ( , ) in terms ( ) and ( ) for smaller values of . However the following example shows that it is not possible to express ( , ) in terms of ( ) and ( ), ≤ , for paths of length greater than 4. In fact, the following example shows that ( , ) cannot be expressed even in terms of p( ) and p( ). 4.3 Determination of ( , ) in terms of p( ) and p( ) in some special cases of trees
We have shown that, at least for general trees, it is impossible to express ( , ) in terms of p( ) and p( ). However, it may be possible that for some special cases of trees, such as caterpillars and thin trees (defined below), we are able to express ( , ) in terms of p( ) and p( ) and the path-vectors of other nearby vertices of and .
Case(i) The Caterpillar case
Recall that a caterpillar is a tree such that the deletion of its endvertices results in a path called the spine of the caterpillar. A caterpillar whose spine is the path 1 , 2 , . . . , and such that the vertex is adjacent to endvertices will be denoted by ( 1 , 2 , . .., ). Here we shall show that in a caterpillar it is possible to express ( , ) in terms of just p(x) and p(y). Case(ii) The Thin Tree case A tree is a thin tree if, removing every endvertex of leaves a caterpillar. The trunk of a tree is the intersection of all the longest paths of the tree; a vertex on the trunk is called a trunk vertex. A restricted thin tree(RTT) is a thin tree all of whose trunk vertices have degree at most 3. Figure 5 shows a thin tree and a restricted thin tree.
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Figure 5: A thin tree 1 and a restricted thin tree 2 . Figure 4 gave an example of a non-thin tree for which 5 ( , ) cannot be expressed in terms of ( ) and ( ) for < 5. The simplest tree which we can now consider which is not a caterpillar, is either a thin or a restricted thin tree. But in both situations the problem of whether 5 ( , ) can be expressed in terms of ( ) and ( ) for < 5, is still open.
Uniqueness of the path-vector of the central vertex and central edge
In this section we shall first present Dulio and Pannone's result which states that a central and a non-central vertex in a tree may have the same path-vector so that given its vertex path-table, it is not always possible to recognise the path-vector representing the centre of the tree . In contrast we shall prove that the path-vector of the central edge of a tree of odd diameter is unique in its edge path-table. Thus this leads us to investigate whether edges having different eccentricities can have different path-vectors.
First we need to recall some definitions which will be used throughout this section. Suppose is a finite graph of order and is a vertex in . Then the eccentricity of the vertex denoted by ( ) is defined as the maximum distance from to any vertex in , that is , ( ) = { ( , ) : ∈ ( )} where is the natural metric. Thus the diameter diam and radius rad can be respectively defined as the maximum and minimum eccentricity of the vertices of . If is a tree, then we recall that the trunk of , denoted by ( ) is the set of those vertices of contained in all paths of length equal to diam . The centre of , denoted by ( ) is the set of all vertices with minimum eccentricity and can have either one or two adjacent vertices depending on whether is even or odd, respectively. Given any ∈ ( ( )) we define the branch from , denoted by ( ), to be the maximal connected subgraph of containing such that ∪ ( ) = { }. The ramification ram of ∈ ( ( )) is defined to be the eccentricity within ( ). In [12] , Dulio and Pannone showed that if is a tree with diam ≤ 7, then the path-vector of ( ) is unique. In general we cannot determine which vector in a given vertex path-table of a tree represents the centre since there can be two identical vectors, one which represents the centre and the other representing a non-central vertex. The following Example 5.1 confirms the previous statement. Proof. Since is the central edge, then all paths of maximum length pass through it. Hence by assumption all paths of maximum length also pass through . Therefore and belong to the trunk of .
Proposition 5.2 For any length , the following statements are equivalent: (i) ( , ) = ( , )
(ii) the number of paths of length passing through but not through equals the number of paths of length passing through but not through .
Proof. Define 1 to be the number of paths of length passing through but not through and 2 to be the number of paths of length passing through but not through . Since ( , ) = 1 + and ( , ) = 2 + where is the number of paths of length passing through both and then result follows.
Theorem 5.1 The path-vector of the central edge of a tree of odd diameter is unique in its path-table.
Proof. Let be the central edge and be another edge in a tree . Assume for contradiction that, for any length , ( , ) = ( , ). Then, by Proposition 5.1, edge belongs to the trunk of . Suppose that is one of the longest paths passing through but not through . Let be a subtree attached to the trunk vertex that contains an end-segment of , which we call as shown in Figure 7 . Then path is made up of path 
Vertex and edge eccentricities
In [13] , Dulio and Pannone gave the following three results. Since and become adjacent in , then for each length , the additional new paths of length occurring in must pass through both and so that p ( ) = p ( ) = (3, 7, 12, 16, 18, 16, 12, 8, 4, 1) . Before stating Dulio and Pannone's third result, we shall define the concept of fusing two vertices in order to construct a new tree from two given trees. Clearly the number of vertices in the tree is equal to the sum of the vertices in 1 and 2 minus one while the number of edges in is equal to the sum of edges in 1 and 2 . 3, 6, 11, 15, 17, 19, 15, 15, 5, 3 ). We shall now investigate these questions. But first we need to define the eccentricity of an edge in a graph . As in the case of joining two vertices, when fusing two pendant vertices to obtain a tree * as shown in Figure 13 , the path-vectors of edges and ′ in * are not equal, even though they were initially equal to each other before the fusion. This also contrasts with the third result of Dulio and Pannone obtained when considering vertex path-vectors.
The following theorem gives a necessary condition in order to obtain two equal edge path-vectors after fusing two vertices of two given trees. Proof. As ( , ), the number of paths of length passing through edge is given by
for ≥ 1 and = − 1, then the number of edges passing through edge 1 in
while the number of edges passing through edge 2 in
But from assumption,
So far, we have proved that for a tree with odd diameter, the central edge and a non-central edge do not have the same path-vector. But Figures 14 and 15 show that, even in the case of caterpillars, two edges with different eccentricities can have equal edge path-vectors. This result is similar to the vertex case as can be seen from Examples 4.1 and 5.1. We believe that this can happen only in cases similar to those shown in Figures  14 and 15 , that is, if two edges of different eccentricities in a caterpillar have the same path-vectors, then they must lie on opposite sides of the central vertex (or edge), their eccentricities must differ by 1, and the edge with the smaller eccentricity is incident to the (or to a) central vertex. In [17] , Pannone proposed the following conjecture for general trees.
Conjecture 5.1 If three vertices (respectively edges) of a tree have mutually distinct eccentricities, then they cannot have the same path-vectors.

Reconstruction of trees from path-tables
We finally consider the reconstruction of a tree given its path-table. As we have seen from various counterexamples, in general the information obtained from a path-table is not sufficient to reconstruct its tree. We may therefore ask the following question: What do two trees with the same path-table have in common? In other words by looking at a path-table (vertex or edge) of a tree, 'how much' of the tree can we draw? Although in general, we will not be able to draw the complete tree, by studying carefully the rows of the given path-table which represent the path-vectors of vertices (or edges), and making suitable calculations, we can recognise the type of vertices (or edges) to which some of the rows in the path-table refer.
Now if is a vertex of a tree we often refer to the row corresponding to it in the path-table as the row v; the ℎ entry of row v is denoted by v[ ]. Analogous notations hold for an edge of a tree .
(1)The vertices (edges) of the trunk : By definition trunk vertices or edges form part of all the longest paths in a tree so that in the path-table they correspond to those rows with the largest entries in the last column. Obviously the row of the central vertices/edges do have maximal entries in the last column but these need not be the only ones. In fact, it is known that in general, we cannot tell which row (or rows) represent the centre since there can be two identical rows representing both a central and a non-central vertex as can be confirmed by Example 5.1.
On the other hand, Theorem 5.1 shows that the path-row of the central edge of a tree of odd diameter in an edge path-table is unique.
(2) Peripheral vertices (edges):
A vertex is peripheral if it has degree one and there is a path of length diam passing through it. The edge incident to the peripheral vertex is called a peripheral edge.
Peripheral vertices (edges) are easily recognisable from the path-tables. Their rows must have a 1 in the first entry and a non-zero last entry (i.e. counting paths of diametrical length). All peripheral vertices (edges) have the same row-sum of −1 = (no. of edges) and can be split into two subsets: left and right peripherals. The choice of left and right is arbitrary; what is important is to recognise how peripherals are divided.
Suppose ℎ is the number of right peripheral vertices and is the number of left peripheral vertices, then ℎ and can be found by solving the equations ℎ + = where is the total number of peripheral vertices in and ℎ = where is the largest entry in their last column of the path-table.
If the entries ℎ or appear more than required then we only choose those vertices(edges) having a row-sum of − 1 = (no. of edges).(NOTE: the path-vector of an end-edge in an edge path-table is equal to the corresponding endvertex in a vertex path-table). Since we cannot reconstruct trees in general, a natural question to consider is whether we can find a class of trees for which equality of vertex (or edge) path-tables implies isomorphism. A natural choice can be the class of (i) caterpillars and (ii) restricted thin trees (RTT).
It is important to point out that Dulio and Pannone's example described in Section 3 excludes the possibility of studying the reconstructibility of general thin trees. Their example, shown in Figure 2 , gives a pair of thin trees on 20 vertices that are non-isomorphic and have the same path-table.
Path-tables of caterpillars
Recall that a tree is a caterpillar if, removing every endvertex of results in a path, called the spine of the caterpillar. Proof. Let 1 , 2 , . .., be the vertices of the trunk of the tree in the order in which they appear on the trunk. By definition, a tree is a caterpillar if and only if every vertex not belonging to the trunk has degree 1. Since the caterpillar and the tree have the same vertex path-table then is also a caterpillar which can be completely determined once we manage to uniquely order the set of vertices of the trunk. This can be done by looking at the row of any peripheral vertex of in which the ℎ ( ⩾ 2) of its row is equal to the ( −1 ) − 1 where −1 is a vertex of the trunk. If the caterpillar and the tree have the same edge path-table then is also a caterpillar which is completely determined once we manage to uniquely order the set of edges of the trunk. Then we can proceed as in the vertex case.
Path-tables of restricted thin trees
As described in section 4.3, a restricted thin tree(RTT) is a thin tree all of whose trunk vertices have degree at most 3. Since we need to study RTTs we have to define a near endvertex which is a vertex all of whose neighbours with at most one exception are endvertices. Moreover a trunk near endvertex is a near endvertex whose only neighbour which is not an endvertex is a trunk vertex.
The strategy used to reconstruct an RTT is to first show that they are recognisable from path-tables and then proceed to reconstruct them.
For the first part of our strategy we need to show that, from the path-table of a tree , we can determine when these properties hold:
(i) every trunk vertex has degree at most 3;
(ii) every vertex which is not a trunk vertex is either an endvertex or a trunk near endvertex.
Observation 6.1 : The vertex of lies on a longest path if and only if
Throughout, will denote, as usual, the diameter of which is determined by the position of the last column in any path- It is therefore clear that we can determine from the vertex path-table whether or not every trunk vertex has degree at most 3. We therefore see that we can recognise from the vertex path-table whether or not is a restricted thin tree. 
) .
Proof. Since is not a thin tree, there is a trunk vertex adjacent to a vertex not on the trunk such that is not a near endvertex, as in Figure 16 . 
) as required.
From the last two observations it follows that, for a tree whose trunk vertices all have degree at most 3 we can recognise from its path-table whether or not it is a restricted thin tree. We have therefore proved the following theorem.
Theorem 6.2 Restricted thin trees are recognisable from their path-tables.
For the second part of our strategy we need to show that given the path table of and knowing that is an RTT, we need to prove that the table determines uniquely. Therefore, the number of peripheral vertices of can be determined from the pathtable. Let be the row corresponding to a peripheral vertex, let ℎ = [ ] and = − ℎ. Then ℎ and are the numbers of peripheral endvertices at the two ends of , respectively. We therefore have the following observation. Let be the union of all longest paths in . We call the skeleton of . The first step will be to determine the skeleton of T. Note that the skeleton contains all peripheral vertices and all non-endvertices which lie on a longest path. Since we can recognise from the path table all such vertices and since we know the number of peripheral vertices at each end of , we practically have , except that we need to know how the peripheral vertices are distributed at each end. For example, Figure 17 shows two situations where there are five peripheral vertices at one end. Let us call the subtree consisting of peripheral vertices adjacent to a common neighbour a k-peripheral cluster. Therefore, in Figure 17 , we see k-peripheral clusters for = 3, 2, 4 and 1. Note that, since is an RTT, therefore no trunk vertex can have degree greater than 3, these facts are obvious: (i) If there is only one peripheral cluster at an end , then ≤ 2.
(ii) There can be at most two peripheral clusters at one end.
Also, suppose we identify a row corresponding to a peripheral vertex . Then [2] = if and only if is in a k-peripheral clusters in the skeleton .
Since we know the number of peripheral vertices at each end, it follows from these considerations that the distribution of peripheral vertices into structures at each end can be determined. Since we know the diameter of , we have the skeleton . Also, we can identify two row vectors a, b from the path table corresponding to two peripheral vertices coming from different ends of . If the two ends of are identical then we can let a = b; if they are different we can associate correctly the two vectors a, b, with the appropriate end.
We now need to determine which vertices in have degree 3 and, for these vertices that do, the number of endvertices incident to the third neighbour of . We call this the configuration at , and it can therefore be one of the types shown in Figure 18 . We shall first assume that both ends of have only one k-peripheral cluster. In this case we label the non-peripheral vertices in as 2 , 3 , . . . , in the order in which they appear in . Suppose the peripheral vertex corresponding to the row vector a corresponds to the end of starting from 2 . Then a = (1, 2 , 3 , . . . , −1 , ) and therefore equals the number of paths of length passing through the peripheral vertex. We shall associate with in our proof below. Also, let us reverse the order of the elements of b so that b = ( 2 , 3 , . . . , , 1) . Therefore, equals the number of paths of length − + 2 passing through the peripheral vertex corresponding to b. Again, we shall associate with the vertex of S.
Our claim is the following: knowing the skeleton , the vectors a, b as above, and the configurations at 2 , 3 , . . . , ( ≥ 3) one can determine the configuration at +1 .
Note that the configuration at 3 is easily determined. If 3 = 1 then ( 3 ) = 2. Otherwise, ( 3 ) = 3 and 3 is incident to an endvertex (otherwise we would have more than one peripheral cluster at the end corresponding to 2 ). Also, we know the configuration at 2 since we know exactly the number of peripheral vertices at this end. Therefore, proving the above claim would show that the RTT is reconstructible.
So, suppose we know the configurations up to . Figure 19 shows the configurations at −1 , , +1 when their degrees are 3. Therefore, referring to this figure, we know and (≥ 0) if they exist and we need to determine whether ( +1 ) = 2 or 3 and, in the latter case, the value of (≥ 0). (We are considering here only the case when ( −1 ) = ( ) = 3; the case when either or both of these degrees equals 2 is easier to deal with). Now, +1 = + ( +1 )−1, therefore ( +1 ) can be determined. If ( +1 ) = 3 then, = + ( ) − 1, therefore can be determined. Hence one claim is verified.
In the case when we have two peripheral clusters at the end corresponding to 3 we can proceed similarly. Suppose we have an ℎ 1 -peripheral cluster and an ℎ 2 -peripheral cluster, as illustrated in Figure 20 , and the peripheral vertex corresponding to a in the ℎ 1 -peripheral cluster. Firstly, note that 4 = ( 4 )−1+ℎ 2 , therefore ( 4 ) is determined. If ( 4 ) = 3 then we have the situation shown in Figure 21 , and we need to determine . But 3 = 2+ and therefore can be determined. We therefore know the configuration at 4 and we can proceed as before. Thus we have proved the following theorem. 
Conclusion
Let us now take stock of the situation on path-tables of trees in light of the results we have presented. We hereby list in table form statements which are either proved or disproved in our survey and we also offer some open problems.
Statement
Status Remarks 1. A tree is reconstructible from its vertex path-table.
False
A counter-example can be found in Section 3. Figure 2 gives an example of two non-isomorphic trees 1 and 2 having the same path-tables as shown in Table 3 . 2. A tree is reconstructible from its edge path-table.
The same counter-example as in Section 3. Here we have to consider Table 5 
